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n a year when we have been under
considerable pressure to justify
our core rights in the face of the
Australian Law Reform Commission
review and continuous pressure on
the resale royalty scheme, we have
managed to progress a range of ideas
and opportunities that I flagged in my
report this time last year.
We have launched LearningField in
partnership with the major secondary
school publishers. This is an
infrastructure project for the industry
that should help our members
reach their community and enhance
teachers’ and students’ experiences
of content in a digital environment.
In addition we are well advanced in
discussions in South-East Asia, about
how we might facilitate licensing
across the region.
The two projects are symbolic
because they show that Copyright
Agency is reacting to the central
changes of our era – digital usage of
content and the need to widen our
market and audience beyond our
traditional, national boundaries.
This is an incredibly challenging
time. I hear it said that anyone who
claims they can predict the future of
publishing, writing and other areas of
IP is deluding themselves and that we
simply need to recognise the chaos
that is surrounding us and embrace
change. It is advice worth considering.
So, we are making ambitious
launches whilst defending the very
essence of our business. Welcome
to the future!
Despite that, I feel our role is
to defend our authors’ rights as
aggressively as we possibly
can and ensure we grow their
income – resisting the transfer
of wealth from Australian
writers and publishers to
offshore digital behemoths
who make no community
contribution is a worthy fight.

The ALRC seems to think a digital
era means our members need to
concede ground. It seems using our
material is so important users have
some unstated right to access on
a cheaper basis than the current
regime. We need to make the case
that our members are only rewarded
fairly and all the changes suggested
will simply reduce their incomes.
Less secure incomes will mean less
investment in creative, academic and
educational work – an outcome that
will inevitably hurt the wider society.
And despite the chaos, we have
achieved much again in 2012-13.
Close to $100m distributed, surveyors’
rights recognised after many years
of dispute, resale royalty rewarding
Indigenous artists and now increasing
acceptance from business that they
recognise and pay fairly for their
copyright use.
I want to thank the Board who
have to take responsibility in this
complex environment and have done
with courage and, more particularly,
the staff, led by Jim Alexander, who
continue diligently and inventively to
tackle the micro and macro issues
that make Copyright Agency valuable
to its members.

Alexander (Sandy) Grant
Chair
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ABOUT US
Connecting users and creators

Users
Education, government,
non-profits, businesses:
n

C

All want easy ways
to legitimately copy,
scan and share © text,
images, art

opyright Agency | Viscopy
connects users and creators
of content, providing ready
solutions for ease of using
copyright material, such as text,
photographs, artistic works, cartoons
and surveys. Our members include
authors, poets, journalists, publishers,
educators, artists, cartoonists,
illustrators and surveyors.
We are appointed by the Australian
Government to manage the statutory
licences set out in the Copyright
Act 1968 for the education and
government sectors, and to manage
the resale royalty scheme for artists.
We also license our members’ works
for a range of uses by companies and
others.
Copyright Agency’s Cultural Fund
supports a wide variety of projects
which encourage emerging talent
and help grow Australia’s rich
creative cultural community.

Copyright Agency | Viscopy

n

n
n

Creators
Writers, artists, publishers:

Provides licensing
solutions to users

n

Collects data about usage
Distributes collected fees
to writers, publishers and
artists

n

Receive fair payment
for use of their © text,
images, art
Are able to create and
publish new content

How statutory licences work
Authors,
visual artists
& publishers
create
Payments
made to
creators and
publishers

Educational
content &
information

Usage
information
collected

Government
and educators
copy and
share

Statutory
licence fees
paid
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CEO REPORT

PHOTO: RICHARD BIRCH

C

reators and users of
copyright works are at
the heart of all we do. We
connect content creators
with content users – creating fair
access for fair payment.
This works just as well in the
digital age as it did before, with new
services for accessing even more
materials to be used in new ways.
It will continue to work as long as
access is easy and fairly priced.
Sharing resources via an iPad is
valuable and that value is reflected
by a copyright payment. As we saw
in the submissions to the Australian
Law Reform Commission’s current
review of copyright, teachers value
the freedom that the educational
statutory licence, which we
administer, gives them to deliver
results in the classroom. Writers,
artists and publishers value the
existing licensing system as it
supplements income from direct
sales and encourages them to
invest their time, skills and money in
developing and publishing great new
Australian content.
Copyright Agency recognises
the extraordinary opportunities
technological change brings – and
two cutting-edge initiatives we have
been developing over this financial
year have now come to fruition:
LearningField and Reading Australia.
Both of these initiatives are ‘digital’
and both have been developed
to give teachers, students and the
general reader increased access
to quality Australian content. I invite
you to read more about these
innovations in this report.
As well as developing tools
for teachers, Copyright Agency
has expanded its partnerships
with newspaper and magazine
publishers to develop new licences
for the corporate sector and an
advertising campaign encouraging

greater copyright compliance in the
commercial world.
Copyright infringement can
be overlooked in the workplace,
but through our new RightsPortal
website, businesses and government
departments can readily secure
licences to copy and share material
throughout their organisation and
with their clients.
It is 12 months since we entered
into an agreement with Viscopy to
administer their activities, thereby
reducing costs and increasing
payments to artists. The union has
been fruitful and artists have been
the beneficiaries.
The resale royalty scheme,
which is currently under review, has
continued to pay artists income from
the resale of their works, generating
almost $2 million to date. More than
90% of the artists receiving royalties
are still creating and more than 65%
are Indigenous.
The year ahead looks challenging
but exciting, with many new
developments on the horizon which
serve our key goal, to better connect
content creators with content
users to support their education,
their business and for their sheer
enjoyment.

Jim Alexander
Chief Executive
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OUR
PEOPLE
DIRECTORS
There are 10 directors on the Copyright Agency
Board;
• The Chair is selected by the directors and is
independent
• One author director is elected by Copyright
Agency’s author members
• One publisher director is elected by
Copyright Agency’s publisher members
• Two directors are appointed by the Australian
Society of Authors (ASA directors)
• Two directors are appointed by the Australian
Publishers Association (APA directors)
• Four independent directors are appointed by
the board, including the independent Chair.

Sandy Grant

Brownyn Bancroft

David Barnett

Anthony Bertini

Jeremy Fisher

Libby Gleeson AM

Brian Johns AO

Malcolm Knox

Eleanor Curtain

Lucy Russell

Appointed independent
director: 2010

Elected author director:
2006

Appointed APA
director: 2002; Elected
independent Chair 2009

Appointed ASA director:
2010

Elected publisher director:
2013

Appointed independent
director: 2008

Appointed ASA director:
2005

Appointed APA director:
November 2011

Appointed independent
director: 2001

Appointed APA director:
2010
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
Copyright Agency’s organisational structure
comprises seven divisions:
• Business Services
• Policy, Legal and International
• Information Services
• Finance and Business Administration
• 		Membership, Communications and
Stakeholder Engagement
• Information Technology
• Business Development and Digital Strategy
These divisions report to the Chief Executive,
who in turn reports to the Board of Directors.

Jim Alexander

Murray St Leger

Ans Hamid

Jacob Dudzinski

Caroline Morgan

Eloise Nolan

Ranmali Gunasekara

Libby Baulch

Ben Heuston

Chief Executive

PHOTOS: RICHARD BIRCH AND CHRIS SHAIN

Chief Information Officer

Director Information
Services

Deputy Chief Executive

General Manager

Director Policy, Legal
and International

Director Finance and
Business Administration

Director Membership,
Communications and
Stakeholder Engagement

Director Business
Development and
Digital Strategy
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OUR
ENVIRONMENT
Inquiry into copyright and the digital economy

I

n June 2012, the Australian
Government asked the
Australian Law Reform
Commission (ALRC) to review
aspects of Australian copyright
law. The Government’s Terms of
Reference required the ALRC to
“consider whether exceptions
and statutory licences in the
Copyright Act 1968 are adequate
and appropriate in the digital
environment and whether
further exceptions should be
recommended”.
The ALRC released a
Discussion Paper on 5 June
2013 seeking submissions by 31
July 2013. The Discussion Paper
proposed the repeal of certain
statutory licences, including those
managed by Copyright Agency.
It also proposed the introduction
of a new exception for ‘fair use’,
similar to that operating in the US.
Australian copyright law includes
many exceptions, but all apply
to a specific purpose (such as
research or reporting news). A fair
use exception, on the other hand,
can apply to any purpose if the
use is ‘fair’ according to factors
in the legislation, and can allow
large-scale and commercial uses
of content.
The ALRC’s proposal to repeal
the statutory licence for education
was opposed by the Australian
Education Union, teacher
associations, more than 150
individual teachers, the Australian
Society of Authors, the Australian
Publishers Association and more
than 130 individual authors and
publishers. It was supported by
the bodies that negotiate the amount
of fair compensation payable under

the statutory licence, principally
the Copyright Advisory Group (for
the school sector) and Universities
Australia.
In its submissions, Copyright
Agency argued, amongst other
things, that the ALRC’s proposals
were based on some fundamental
misunderstandings, that statutory
licences have adapted and can
continue to adapt to the digital
environment, and that repeal
of the statutory licence would
result in an environment that is
less efficient and less fair than
the current environment for both
teachers and content creators.
It was not clear that the repeal
of the statutory licences for
governments or people with
disabilities was supported by
anyone making submissions to the
inquiry. The proposal to repeal the
statutory licence for governments
was actively opposed by surveyors,
individually and through their
associations, who have recently
received a determination from the
Copyright Tribunal awarding them
fair compensation from the NSW
Government’s sale of survey plans.
The proposal to introduce a
new exception for ‘fair use’ was
not supported by content creators,
who fear it would give an unfair
advantage to organisations that
derive business benefits from
other people’s content, particularly
in the online environment. They
are concerned about how the ‘fair
use’ exception has been applied
in some instances in the US, and
about the increased challenges
for developing fair and efficient
business models for creation and
delivery of content.

WHAT OTHERS HAVE SAID

Here is a selection of extracts
from other submissions to the
inquiry. The full submissions can
be found at the ALRC website.
KAREN MONI
(submission 609)
President, Australian Association for
the Teaching of English
The Association is particularly
concerned about proposed changes
to [the statutory licence for education
as they ] … directly affect the work of
the Association in creating resources,
and the work of English teachers in
using and sharing resources in their
classrooms.
As a creator of resources by
teachers for teachers, AATE therefore
strongly opposes any change to
the current system that affects the
remuneration for the people who
create high-quality and highly valued
Australian educational resources.
DR SUSAN HAWTHORNE
(submission 315)
Publisher, author, literature resident,
BR Whiting Studio, Rome, funded
by the Australia Council for the Arts
(2013-14); Adjunct Professor, Writing
Program, James Cook University,
Townsville
As a writer, my work is not available
for free – unless I specifically give
permission such as for the cause
of social justice. The education
system, however, is not a charity and
as they pay for gardening, health
services, building maintenance and
administration, you would think
that the core project of paying for
educational content would be a
given. For these reasons I do not
give permission for my work to be
copied and shared for free.
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PAUL KIEM
(submission 314)
Vice-President History Teachers’
Association of NSW
Teacher, Author, Publisher
My experience of the current
arrangement is that it works.
Teachers have easy access
to content and can engage in
widespread copying for legitimate
purposes. Importantly, they can do
this without having to satisfy any
onerous administrative procedures.
And they can do this with an easy
conscience, safe in the knowledge
that Copyright Agency surveys will
eventually ensure that creators
receive fair recompense.
Busy teachers have a limited
understanding of copyright law
and any attempt to impose greater
administration on copying is
likely to be met with very uneven
compliance. The result is likely to
be no decrease in the amount of
copying but a significant decrease in
acknowledgement of that copying.
If copying is not acknowledged
then authors and publishers
will lose income. This will be
contrary to the principle of respect
for authorship and creation
and ultimately must result in a
shrinking of the Australian creative
economy, where much publishing
is financially marginal and only
made sustainable by the current
Copyright Agency payments.
[Teachers’ associations] have
a unique role in producing quality
material at low cost to resource
courses and topics that are not
viable for commercial publishers.
Our publications are produced at
or below cost. The only profit we
can rely upon is from the Copyright
Agency payments. It is this income
that allows us to fund a wide range
of other activity that supports
teachers.

AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION UNION
(submission 722)
...the AEU is concerned about the
lack of involvement of teachers and
teacher organisations in the inquiry
process to date…
...there are some significant
considerations arising from [the]
potential impact [of the ALRC’s
proposals] in the context of education
which have been neglected in the
process thus far. These concern
both the creators of educational
resource materials and the users
of the material in schools and other
educational contexts…
Tight (state) education budgets
cannot be the sole consideration in
establishing the perspective of the
education sector on any possible law
reform. It is in the public interest that
the quality of education of Australian
students be paramount.
AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(submission 712)
The Australian Society of Author’s
general assessment of the ALRC’s
Discussion Paper is that it does not
take into sufficient consideration the
matters literary creators see as critical
to any discussion of copyright in the
context of their creative and economic
circumstances – and that this reduces
the efficacy and value of the proposed
changes to the Australian Copyright
Act. Overall, its angle of vision seems
oddly to one side of our actual and
chief concerns. Consequently, its
proposals have been received as
frustratingly disconnected from the
needs of literary creators.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE
VISUAL ARTS
(submission 655)
NAVA reiterates that the widespread
disregard and abuse of copyright law

especially in the digital environment
does not justify radically expanding
the scope of exemptions to condone
current non-compliance practices.
NAVA has made it clear that it
supports the access principle so
long as artistic creators who are the
owners of copyright are consulted
about the use of their work, give
permission for use and/or licences
without duress and are appropriately
remunerated.
AUTHOR HAZEL EDWARDS
(submission 119)
Librarians and educators are not
the enemy of authors but often they
do not understand the implications
of the precarious financial state of
creators who will NOT be able to
continue producing ‘quality content’
without a fee and so the statutory
licences are one form of a general /
group payment.
AUTHOR LINDA JAIVIN
(submission 548)
I completely and passionately reject
the repeal of the very effective
and fair Australian educational
statutory licence system. I view the
recommendation as a personal
attack on my rights and the rights of
my peers.

REPORT DUE LATE
NOVEMBER
The ALRC is due to
report to the Australian
Government by 30
November 2013.
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OUR
MEMBERS

I

n 2012–13, Copyright Agency
membership increased by 2,751
bringing total membership to 26,732.
Author members remain the
largest group at 69% and include
writers, visual artists, journalists, poets,
photographers, and surveyors. Other
members include publishing houses,
online publishers, associations and
media companies.
Payments to authors, publishers
and visual artists totalled $90.68m in
2012–13. Payments included $72.71m
to authors and publishers; $17.36m to
collecting societies in Australia and
overseas. Additionally $611,469 went
to visual artists for resale royalties
collected on their behalf.
Payment for use of copyright works
represent a broad spread of materials
from both digital and hardcopy sources.
Copyright Agency has introduced
a number of changes to streamline
the processing of online claims and
payments to members. Many members
this year claimed payments via their
online member account for the first
time. Each member received a login
password to activate their account
which contains their contact information
as well as a facility for claiming titles and
viewing payment advice.

Total members

Payment to Rightsholders: by content type

Our members are people and
organisations who own rights in
information and creative content,
predominantly words and images.
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OUR
MEMBERS

SURVEYORS JOIN THE
RANKS

C

opyright Agency and
Viscopy represent writers,
artists, publishers and now
surveyors.
After more than a decade battling
in court, and years of negotiations
before that, NSW surveyors have
finally been awarded the monetary
recognition they sought for the
copyright inherent in their plans.
Until now, the plans were sold by
the NSW Government for about $12
and up to $30 by information brokers
with no return to surveyors. The
concern was that the government
was unfairly making money from
surveyors’ plans. Surveyors did not
seek to stop the sale of the plans,
but they did want a share of the
proceeds.
After consistent representations,
the Copyright Tribunal determined
that remuneration payable for the
copying and communication of plans
is 7.31%.
Where a plan is sold by an
information broker, the retail price of

the plan was deemed by the Tribunal
to be $14.50, and the amount will be
increased in accordance with the CPI
from 2015.
The long battle for surveyors to
have their skill, effort and time valued
in their copyright works was instigated
by the Association of Consulting
Surveyors NSW (ACS NSW) executive
and board, with Patrick McNamara
being appointed by them to lead
the campaign. Over the years, the
executive and board, as well as
numerous surveyor witnesses gave
countless hours to support the case.
Pat McNamara took on the
campaign for copyright recognition
for surveyors, on behalf of ACSNSW
and all surveyors, over 16 years ago
and has ceaselessly worked towards
this goal ever since.

National Chairman of Consulting
Surveyors, Phil Dingeldei said,
“When you consider that over the
last 12 months in Victoria, there
have been almost 8,000 Plans of
Subdivision registered, more than
160,000 transfers lodged and in
excess of 2 million title searches
conducted, the potential pool is
considerable. “
ACS NSW Chairman, Paul
Rowlandson, said “After a
15-year joint effort from ACS
NSW, Copyright Agency and Pat
McNamara, we are in the finishing
straight of the copyright issue. We
need one last effort to complete the
journey by supporting Copyright
Agency to represent the surveying
profession to accept and distribute
copyright payments.”

‘The long battle for surveyors to
have their skill, effort and time
valued in their copyright works
was instigated by the ACS NSW’.
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OUR
MEMBERS
AN EDUCATOR’S VIEW
This article first appeared in The
Australian Financial Review on 29
July 2013. This is an edited extract.
By Jenny Feely

Y

ou have probably never
heard of me – but chances
are one of your children has
read one of my books or
completed a work sheet I devised, or a
learning activity that I invented. I am a
writer in the education market.
My writing career grew out of my
passion for the art of teaching. As I
strove to give the children in my class
the very best learning experiences,
others began to want access to
my ideas. So I wrote them down,
at first for colleagues, and then for
publishers who took them to the
wider educational community.
When I first started, I would get
up at 5am to do two hours of writing
before heading off to put in a long
day in a school. It was hard to get up,
but the work was joyful. The number
of titles with my name on them grew. I
began to see that I was a writer.
So in 2003, I bravely, or stupidly,
decided to take a year’s leave
without pay to write. I was terrified.
How would I pay the bills? Would
we be reduced to eating vegemite
sandwiches everyday?
Now I have now more than 300
titles in print. Many are in junior
literacy, but I have also written
spelling programs and science and
maths texts. And it is always great
to have a child tell me they loved
my book or to see a teacher using a
resource that I have worked so hard
to create. It’s a bit precarious, and
delicious as they are, we don’t have
to survive on vegemite sandwiches.
Excellent educational resources
don’t happen by accident. They are
the result of long years of building
expertise and a deep and sure

n Jenny Feely, at left, is a member of
Copyright Agency and the author of more
than 300 titles for both students and teachers
in primary schools.
IMAGE COURTESY OF JENNY FEELY

understanding of what does and
doesn’t help children to learn. But
even that is not enough. Added to
this mix are the hundreds of hours
of hard slog, making sure that every
word earns its place, that every
question or activity helps children to
learn and grow.
So here’s the problem. I need to
get paid for the work I do, just like the
electrician expects to get paid when
he puts in lights that illuminate my
house. I own the rights to my work;
other people benefit from it; I should
be recompensed in some way.
Ideally this happens when people
buy my books and I get royalties.
But people don’t always buy the
books. Most days in most schools
in this country, people photocopy

other people’s work. Some would
call it stealing, but I don’t, because
when my work is copied I get
recompensed. Schools are surveyed
on behalf of Copyright Agency,
which then distributes money to
compensate rights owners. But this
could all end should the proposed
changes to the statutory licence
come to pass (see page 8).
I am not too keen on giving
someone the option of volunteering
to pay or deciding it is free to use
my work, not unless the electrician
is prepared to work under the same
arrangement.
I have gone from a steady
teacher’s income to a swings and
roundabouts income and I want
to keep writing, keep helping
teachers and kids. But I need to eat
too. I’m just hoping that others will
understand this and protect the right
of creative people, to own their work
and get paid for it (not really a novel
idea).
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OUR
LICENSEES
EDUCATION SECTOR
LICENCES
Schools, universities, TAFEs,
private colleges and many
registered training organisations
rely on Part VB of the Copyright
Act 1968 for simple and legal
access to copyright material.
As Copyright Agency’s largest
licensee group, schools across
all States and Territories are
represented by the Copyright
Advisory Group (CAG). We work
closely throughout the year
to monitor usage of copyright
materials through independently
conducted surveys. The results are
used to calculate copyright usage
rates per student which form the
basis of the licence fees for schools.
When adjusted for student
numbers, volume of copying and
consumer price index, licence fees
have remained stable over the last 10
years. Under the recently concluded
agreement for 2013–15, the rate
per student is fixed at the 2012
rate ($16.93), but, unlike previous
agreements, there is no annual
increase for the Consumer Price
Index. This means that, in real terms,
the per-student rate will decrease
over the next three years.
In primary schools, a significant
proportion of copying is of
workbooks: books for students that
contain exercises, problems and
practice material. An analysis of one
typical school’s copying in 2012
showed that 77% of copying was
from workbooks. This is allowed by
our statutory licence, while in other
countries, workbooks are excluded
from licensing arrangements for
schools.1
A significant proportion of copying
in secondary schools is also student
workbooks (about 35%). Other highly
copied material includes teacher

Payment to Rightsholders: licence fee (by source)

Schools photocopy and digital use Pages per student

resource books and, in secondary
schools, student textbooks (on a
range of subjects).
Overall, education sector fees
were $95.53m, with the majority of
fees coming from schools at $59.82m
and universities $27.02m. Fees from
independent education and TAFE
sectors were $4.75m and $3.94m
respectively.
1

Such as the UK, New Zealand and Canada.

GOVERNMENT SECTOR
LICENCES
Commonwealth, State and Territory
Government departments and
agencies rely on the government
statutory licence for access to
copyright material for their day-to-day
needs. Government sector revenue
in 2012–13 was $9.01m, a small
decline from the previous year.
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LINKS TO
BUSINESS

LICENSING SOLUTIONS
Copyright Agency has partnered
with numerous organisations in the
past 12 months to encourage greater
licensing of copyright material and a
reduction in copyright breaches by
Australian businesses.
Partnerships have been formed
with the Public Relations Institute of
Australia (PRIA), news proprietors
Fairfax Media and News Limited and
the journalists’ union, the Media,
Entertainment and Arts Alliance,
among others, to drive an awareness
campaign targeting workplaces.
For instance, the partnership
with PRIA aims to provide tailored
copyright licences that will enhance
service delivery for PR professionals
and improve compliance by providing
copyright skills training.
Australian companies from major
sectors such as mining, fast-moving
consumer goods, financial services,

PR, energy and entertainment
have made settlement payments
to Copyright Agency for infringing
copyright since early 2012, and
negotiations are ongoing with more
than 20 other businesses.
In many cases, managers and
employees are simply unaware that
sharing content, such as newspaper,
journal or magazine articles, among
staff can be a breach of copyright.
However, in most cases, companies
are quick to recognise that
securing a blanket annual licence
to use content is an economically
efficient solution which provides
surety and improved workflows.
Two websites have been
developed to encourage licensing
solutions and build greater
awareness about what constitutes
a breach of copyright. They are
Copyright Agency RightsPortal:
rightsportal.copyright.com.au and
Copywatch: copywatch.org.au.

“The partnership
with PRIA aims to
provide tailored
copyright licences
that will enhance
service delivery for
PR professionals
and improve
compliance by
providing copyright
skills training.”
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LINKS TO
BUSINESS

G

HD is one of the world’s
leading engineering,
architecture and
environmental consulting
companies, serving clients in the
global markets of water, transportation,
energy and resources, environment,
property and buildings. The company
has more than 6000 employees,
operates on five continents and came
in at number 44 on Business Review
Weekly’s 2013 list of Top 500 Private
Companies in Australia.
As engineering companies readily
understand, risk management and
professional indemnity are important
factors in good governance.
GHD holds a commercial copyright
licence from Copyright Agency
which “legitimises what our people
are sharing,” says the company’s
Knowledge Services Coordinator,
Research, Library & Information
Services, Sue Godwin.
“Staff members across the company
often share articles from journals
and conferences – a lot of technical
knowledge.
“Another particularly useful
component of the Copyright Agency
licence is the ability to be able to
internally exchange information from
newspapers, such as tender notices.
“We have information notices
displayed around the workplace and
next to the photocopiers to alert staff
about copyright, but some staff are not
aware of copyright requirements and
are not aware that they could be doing
anything wrong.”
Being a company that is well-versed
in the copyright of its own plans, the
licence is “a surety that we are being a
good corporate citizen.”
“Our licence really assists with
workflow too, because we are assured
that we can simply proceed with
sharing information freely, at the same
time knowing we are doing the right
thing by the creators of the articles or
other material.”

‘Our licence
really assists
with workflow’
IMAGES COURTESY OF GHD
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VISUAL
ARTS

RESALE ROYALTY

A

fter reaching the milestone
of $1 million in royalties
generated for artists
in November 2012,
Australia’s resale royalty scheme
reached $1.7 million by 30 June, 2013.
The relatively new scheme has been
growing steadily, with royalty benefits
flowing to nearly 700 artists, 65% of
them Indigenous.
Since the scheme began in June
2010, 7,000 resales have qualified
for the 5% royalty payment. At 30
June 2013, 78% per cent of royalties
have been paid directly to artists, with
the balance to artist’s estates and
beneficiaries. There has also been an
increase in reporting of resales, with
growth of 20% this financial year due

to greater awareness and industry
engagement with the scheme. The
Commonwealth Government’s Ministry
for the Arts commenced a review of
the scheme in June 2013.
Artists support for the scheme
has been positive, particularly in
Indigenous communities.
Australian artists Mandy Martin and
Kamahi Djordan King recently lent their
support to an international campaign
for resale royalty schemes to become
a global right. Such schemes currently
exist in Argentina, Australia, Belgium,
Finland, Germany, Hungary, Ireland,
Portugal, the United Kingdom and
others. See www.resale-right.org
Ms Martin said resale royalty
and artists’ moral rights had been
ongoing concerns for her, and that
even small amounts of income

generated from resale royalties
could help support artists and their
careers. “Copyright and resale royalty
payments appear in my account
periodically, often during periods
where there have been no primary
sales, and are very welcome.”
Royalties benefit Indigenous families
Albert Namatjira is one of the most
famous Aboriginal artists to date for
his beautiful watercolour paintings
of his country in Central Australia but
the copyright in his work is held by
a third party, meaning his family has
missed out on years of copyright
fees. Because of the resale royalty
right, Mr Namatjira’s descendants
now receive benefits from the resale
of Mr Namatjira’s works on the
secondary art market.
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Daughter and beneficiary of
Australian artist Russel Drysdale, Mrs
Lynne Clarke, has chosen to donate
her royalty payments to the Rowan
Nicks Russell Drysdale Fellowship
which supports people working in
Indigenous health and welfare.
Mrs Clarke said she felt the donation
was a good way of using royalties from
the resale of her father’s paintings to
help the Aboriginal communities that
inspired so much of his work.
“I like the idea that, if there are
royalty payments from the resale of an
artwork, it can go towards helping the
artist or, as in my case, giving back to
the community,” Mrs Clarke said.
Alice Springs artist Dorothy
Napangardi, who won the National
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Art
Award in 2001, sadly passed away
on 1 June 2013. Her works are highly
collected on the secondary market.
Mother to a large family, her children
are now benefitting from the resale
royalties through her estate.

Positive response from artists
In a survey conducted by the National
Association for the Visual Arts, as part
of the review of the scheme, artists
gave the following responses to the
question: How has the resale royalty
been of value to you?
• ‘It’s a great way of keeping track of
what’s happening to the art.’
• ‘The money is always useful – but
knowing what resales are taking
place is also of value.’
• ‘Has helped me to pay debts.’
• ‘Acknowledgment of professional
integrity as with most other creative
persons in all fields who receive
professional financial royalties.’
• ‘I was amazed and delighted to
receive the amount. It also allowed
me to track a sale of a long forgotten
work that had been painted so
many years before the advent of
computers etc. It also reaffirmed that
I was included in the history of art in
that auction records showed the sale
and payment and we don’t have a
lot of historical records of artists and
their works in Oz.’
Indigenous Education Program
Copyright Agency l Viscopy’s
Indigenous education program
provides artists in remote, rural and
urban communities with practical skills
for the protection, documentation and
remuneration of their artwork, often
delivered in local languages. This
includes education about copyright
licensing, the resale royalty scheme,
the importance of wills, Indigenous
cultural intellectual property and
our services. Delivery is via website,
email, radio, information booklets,
fact sheets and in person through
presentations and workshops.
Copyright Agency | Viscopy’s
Indigenous communications coordinator and legal officer Patricia
(Trish) Adjei travels about 5000
kilometres a year to remote parts of
the country to deliver the program.

“My painting resold – deadly”
The resale royalty t-shirt designed
by Copyright Agency | Viscopy’s
Indigenous communications coordinator has proved to be a very
successful communication tool.

APY lands trip
Copyright Agency’s Cultural
Fund supported a trip to Anangu
Pitjantjatjarra Yankunytjatjarra (APY)
lands. A team comprising Arts Law,
Trish Adjei and two pro bono lawyers
from Gadens visited Ninuku arts,
Tjunga palya, Tjala arts, Ernabella
arts and Mimili maku arts. In addition
to writing approximately 30 wills, the
resale royalty message in Pitjantjatjara
language was played to the artists.
n Opposite page: Copyright Agency’s
Indigenous communications co-ordinator
and legal officer, Patricia Adjei (kneeling left)
with artists the Ken sisters and their father,
Dickie, at Tjala Arts, Amata, South Australia.
PHOTO: SKYE O’MEARA

n Above, left: Artist Sarrita King at work.
PHOTO: SAVILLE COBLE

n Above: Artist Linda Syddick.
PHOTO: PATRICIA ADJEI
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ONLINE
DEVELOPMENTS
Two of Copyright Agency’s digital initiatives in the education
sphere have been in continuous development during the
financial year 2012-13 and launched in the second half of 2013.
LearningField and Reading Australia are both online resources
for teachers and students, but with differing strategic aims.

LEARNINGFIELD

L

earningField is a world-first
subscription based digital
education resource developed
as an industry solution
together with four leading Australian
publishers: Cambridge University
Press, Jacaranda (Wiley), Oxford
University Press and Pearson.
LearningField brings together
quality content, easy access and
collaboration tools to enhance the
digital classroom. It offers unrivalled
choice of chapters or texts from
Australia’s leading educational
publishers with an
“all you can eat”
subscription offer,
the convenience of a
single log-in to access
all content quickly and
easily and the flexibility
of anywhere, anytime
access. Students are
equipped with a set of
rich, interactive tools
including the ability to
seamlessly collaborate
with their peers.
More than 1500
Year 7-10 students and
teachers took part in
a trial of LearningField
in Victoria and NSW in
mid-2013, generating an
overwhelmingly positive
response.
Copyright Agency
has developed
LearningField on
behalf of the publishing

industry to serve its members, and
help rights holders address the
challenges they face in a rapidly
evolving digital environment.
Executive director of
Cambridge University Press,
Mark O’Neil, said “Schools have
been hoping for a ‘one stop
shop’ across multiple resource
providers that works on multiple
devices. We currently provide 72
titles to LearningField, a groundbreaking solution that meets the
digital needs identified by some
of our customers.”
Since the site went live midyear, Copyright Agency has
enlisted three new publishers,
Cengage Learning, Helleman
Books and PCS Publications and
is in talks with other publishers to
add further content to the site.
David O’Brien from Cengage
Learning says, “Joining
LearningField continues our
strategy of offering our teacher
and student customers a wide
range of purchasing options and
delivery platforms. The flexibility
and single sign-on approach that
LearningField provides is a most
elegant solution.”
Praise from schools
Teacher Sarah Cullinan, who
co-ordinated the trial at North
Geelong Secondary College
in Victoria, is delighted with
the flexibility that the platform
offers. “LearningField has been
fantastic for our Year 9 students
as it allows them access to four
textbooks per subject when they
previously only had one. From
a teaching perspective, this is a
huge advantage as we are able to
differentiate the learning tasks for
the students and provide different
students with different work
depending on their needs.”
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READING AUSTRALIA
This year saw the development of
Reading Australia – an exciting new
initiative to support the teaching and
celebration of Australian literature.
The new online resource is
a reliable and easy-to-use hub
of digital content linked to the
Australian curriculum, enabling
teachers to share our rich literary
heritage with a new generation of
readers.
The Australian Society of Authors’
Council identified an initial list
of 200 significant literary works,
including fiction, non-fiction, novels,
poetry, short stories and drama.
Of this initial 200, Australian
curriculum-linked resources have
been developed by educators
for 20 titles – 10 primary and
10 secondary – to encourage
exploration of the works in
classrooms. Links to publishers’
websites make it easy for readers
to purchase their own copies of the
digital or hard copy books.
The resources have been
developed through partnerships
with the Primary English Teaching
Association Australia, the Australian
Association for the Teaching of
English and the English Teachers
Association NSW, in cooperation
with numerous publishers.
The website, which has been
under development since the
beginning of 2013, went live on
September 30. Through education
networks and social media, teachers
are being invited to participate in a
trial of the site, which will influence
its future direction.
In time, it is hoped Reading
Australia will become a hub for
all Australians to reconnect and
recognise our unique literary voice,
past and present.
See www.readingaustralia.com.au

First 20 titles with teacher resources
SECONDARY

PRIMARY

Stasiland
Anna Funder

Seven Little Australians
Ethel Turner

Swallow the Air
Tara June Winch

Dot and the Kangaroo
Ethel C. Pedley

My Brilliant Career
Miles Franklin

Taronga
Victor Kelleher

Cloudstreet
Tim Winton

My Girragundji
Meme McDonald & Boori Monty Pryor

Looking for Alibrandi
Melina Marchetta

Ash Road
Ivan Southall

The Boat
Nam Le

Five Times Dizzy
Nadia Wheatley

Blackrock
Nick Enright

Little Brother
Allan Baillie

Collected Works 1943–1995
Gwen Harwood

The Silver Donkey
Sonya Hartnett

The Tall Man
Chloe Hooper

The Two Bullies
Junko Morimoto

The Arrival
Shaun Tan

The Great Bear
Libby Gleeson & Armin Greder
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REVENUE AND
EXPENDITURE

2012–13

showed total revenue of
$127.84 million, with growth of
1.4% from the previous year.
Licence fees and royalties of
$125.10 million in 2012–13 were
an increase of $3.05 million
or 2.5% from 2011–12. The
education sector accounted
for $2.26m of the increase and
resale royalties grew by over
70% to $0.76m in the third full
year of the scheme’s operation.
Net interest income of
$2.74 million was received from
the trust fund investment, meeting
expectations against lower
market interest rates and trust
fund balances over the year as
distributions were made more
effectively.
Expenditure of $17.80 million
in 2012-13 was 0.7% lower than
the previous year, with the
expenditure ratio down from
14.2% to 13.9%.

Revenue by Sector
2008/09 - 2012/13

Expenditure
2008/09 - 2012/13
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Expenditure to Revenue Analysis
2008/09 - 2012/13

EXPENDITURE AGAINST
REVENUE: RATIO
The average expenditure against
revenue ratio was 13.8% over five
years.

TRUST FUND

Distribution Payments, Trust Fund Year End Balance
& Net Investment Income

Distribution payments totalling
$90.68 million were made in
2012-13. At June 2013, the trust
fund balance was $57.8 million
compared to $44.2 million
at June 2012. The trust fund
balance at any time reflects
a number of factors including
allocated amounts awaiting
receipt of a claim for payment
from the eligible member, and
licence fee payments received
and awaiting allocation. The
lower trust fund balances over
the last two years reflect more
efficient payment methods and
the results of investment in new
business systems.
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CULTURAL
FUND
Copyright Agency’s Board is authorised by the constitution and our members to allocate 1.5 per
cent of its income to development projects that will support the Australian publishing and visual
arts industries. This is known as the Copyright Agency Cultural Fund. The Cultural Fund supports
a wide variety of projects which aim to encourage and provide practical assistance to Copyright
Agency’s members and the Australian cultural community. These pages showcase the Cultural
Fund’s support for content creators in 2012-13.

HONOURING HER
ANCESTORS

H

er work encloses a secret.
The whereabouts of an
ochre mine in Chinkapook
country, on the banks of
the Murray near Swan Hill. “It’s in
someone’s paddock, so you have to
sneak through fences but it’s always
been known to my family,” says the
artist Glenda Nicholls.
Imbued with history, the sacred
ochre was carried back to Melbourne
and used to dye metres of no-frills
jute a rich red, adding the final
touches to the exquisite Ochre Net.
The work won the Copyright Agency
Cultural Fund-sponsored 2012
Victorian Indigenous Art Award for
three-dimensional works and inspired
the exhibition Ganagan (Deep Water)
at Melbourne’s Koorie Heritage Trust
from June to September 2013.
During business hours, Nicholls is
a public servant for the Department
of Primary Industries. She weaves
in the evening whenever she gets
the chance. “The net took months
to make but it’s like meditating,” she
says. Her $5,000 winnings – and
another $5,000 she received by
taking out the Koorie Heritage Trust
Acquisition Award – will fund her
next artistic creations, but equally
important are the opportunities
created by the prestige, particularly
to promote her very personal cultural
mission. “This direction for me is a
big part of my life but it’s not really
about the money; it’s a feeling of

n Glenda Nicholls with her work Ochre Net.
PHOTO: STEVEN RHALL

acknowledging my ancestors and
what they did.”
A work of art today, weavings were
once essential tools of the past, and
the genesis of Nicholls’s prize-winning
fishing net is no mystery. Her people
have always lived on the banks of the
Murray. “I come from a long line of
river people on both sides,” she says.
Her father is from Yorta Yorta territory

around Goulburn, and her mother from
South Australia. Her grandparents
were the Aboriginal rights and
reconciliation pioneers, pastor Sir
Douglas and Gladys Nicholls. “When
she was little, the state nurses were
taking half-caste children away to
homes, so my grandmother got all
her children and put them in a horse
and cart to the top of the Murray and
followed it all the way to Swan Hill.”
Nicholls has always believed
in the responsibility of passing on
the stories and traditions of her
ancestors. She wrote her life story,
River Girl, “so my kids would know
where I came from”.
Relatively new to weaving, Nicholls
is “relearning” the techniques she
watched her mother and grandmother
use as a child. Craftwork has adapted
to changes brought about by forced
relocations and the influence of white
people. “When the missionaries came
along they taught the Aboriginal
ladies how to make flowers out of
feather to sell for hats. So I have six
generations of feather-flower makers
in the family,” says Nicholls.
Ochre Net stopped crowds at
the awards show at Melbourne’s
landmark fortyfivedownstairs gallery,
and Nicholls would love to be a
full-time artist. “But work gets in
my way,” she says. Her weavings,
however, made of available rather
than traditional materials, will always
mark her place in time. She recently
completed another net, green “like a
eucalyptus leaf, but I had no way of
doing it except dye”.
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SCHOLARSHIP A BRIGHT,
FULL OPPORTUNITY

W

arcus West, director
of the scriptdevelopment outfit
Inscription, founded
15 years ago, has welcomed writers
from Broadway and Hollywood to
teach and talk, organised script
“pitching” tours to the US and
UK and established travelling
scholarships for film and theatre.
At its core, says West, Inscription
has two main aims: to assist the
passage of scripts to production
with industry links across the
globe and to help writers
sharpen and diversify their skills.
“It’s almost impossible, unless
you’re David Williamson, to make
a career out of just one genre.
Talented writers should have a
couple of irons in the fire, instead
of just relying on only theatre or
film or TV,” he says.
Copyright Agency Cultural
Fund’s first grant to Inscription
of $15,000 in 2006 supported
workshops around the country

with Hollywood screenwriting guru
Michael Hauge. It was open to
15 screenwriting schools, each
of whom sent 10 students and
teachers along to hear Hauge’s
“story masterclass”, none of
which would have happened
without the Cultural Fund’s
support, says West. “Copyright
Agency’s Cultural Fund is
targeted and generous. They
understand the importance of
nurturing Australian writers and
stories and certainly, from our
perspective, that’s great.”
Inscription’s latest project is
a Fulbright Scholarship for midcareer playwrights to spend five
months with companies in the
US. In early 2013, West received
the good news that the Cultural
Fund would once again help
with funding for the project.
Beginning in 2014, Copyright
Agency’s Cultural Fund will
support the scholarship with
an annual grant of $20,000 for
three years, an amount West
says will be matched by private
donations.

Landmark theatres Steppenwolf
in Chicago and La Jolla Playhouse
in San Diego and scriptdevelopment company New
Dramatists in New York are all
keen to welcome the inaugural
scholar.
West is keenly aware that
professional opportunities are
essential not just at the start of a
career but throughout a lifetime. “A
lot of people have said, ‘what you
do is wonderful but what about the
writers who have had three or four
productions? Why can’t we get a
bit of love – why is it always about
the next wunderkind?’,” he says.
“It’s pretty exciting. We hope
they can mine the theatre
communities, plug into the
grid. One of the ideas of these
scholarships is to keep Inscription
and its scholars in the mix,
so we can keep some useful
relationships with people in
decision-making positions. That
way we might even get some
more Australian work on the
American stage – we do a hell of a
lot of US material over here.”
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VISUAL
ARTS

T

he John Fries Memorial
Prize for emerging artists is
a highlight of the Copyright
Agency | Viscopy arts
calendar. As the $10,000 prize is
awarded in August each year, very
close to the end of the financial
year, this report features highlights
from both 2012 and 2013 – the third
and fourth times the prize has been
offered.
The 2012 John Fries Memorial
Prize was won by Tasmanian artist
Jacob Leary for his installation work
Technological Causality. For the first
time since the prize began in 2009,
the judges also highly commended
two works: Cigdem Aydemir’s video
installation Extremist Activity (swing)
and Kate Shaw’s painting Milkwater.
2012 guest curator Venita Poblocki
described Leary’s work as “a careful
meditation upon technological
processes and how these technical
developments create new realities in
which we are immersed.”
In 2013, two Sydney artists, whose
work featured the Sydney Chamber
Choir, won the fourth prize, curated
by Sebastian Goldspink.
Jess Olivieri and Hayley
Forward shot Harlequins V’s

Visitors at Sydney’s Campbelltown
Showgrounds, home to the
Harlequins rugby team. The work
calls an imaginary game between art
and sport through a series of vocal
warm-ups sung by the choir.
Jess Olivieri said, “Arts vs sport is
something which is often bandied
around and we were interested
in the warming up that happens
for both. So we asked the choir to
perform vocal warm ups in this small
sporting field. I think this is a really
important prize because there are
never enough opportunities for
artists to be paid for their work.”
Two other video works were
highly commended: Brisbane’s
Chris Bennie for his evocative car
park imagery featuring a family of
swallows, called The Western Fields;
and Melbourne’s George EgertonWarburton’s work, Boredom is a
desk with human legs in a fish spa,
featuring a dramatic monologue.
More than 520 entries – the
highest number so far – were
received from emerging artists
around Australia and New Zealand
with a strong representation of
Indigenous artists – three of whom
were among the finalists.

The prize was established by the
Fries family in memory of former
Viscopy director and honorary
treasurer, John Fries. See www.
viscopy.org.au/john-fries-prize
n Top: Jess Olivieri accepts her prize for video
work Harlequins V’s Visitors (right).
PHOTOS: SUSANNAH WIMBERLEY

n Below: Winner of the 2012 prize, Technological
Causality by Tasmanian Jacob Leary.
PHOTO: GARETH LYONS
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13.8%

100

13.8%

of licence
fees are from companies who want to
legitimately share copyright content

schools surveyed each
year for electronic use

Copyright Agency’s Career Fund sets aside

45

$162,000

schools
nationally surveyed for
photocopying each term

Record

520

for creators. Applications are peer-reviewed
by practising writers and artists

entries from emerging artists to John Fries Memorial Prize

$12,000,000

$2,000,000
3,557,128

0

Copyright Agency processes and remunerates authors
and publishers for over 12m uses of press clippings

School students in Australia in 2012. Fees paid
by schools to copy, share and scan unlimited
copyright content = less than $17 per student

220

Over
members, teachers and others participate in Education:
Information, a three-day seminar presented by Copyright Agency, Australian
Society for Authors and Australian Publishers Association

225,000
225,000

new works are added to the
Over
works database, which now contains over 445,000 registered works

“

As a creator of resources
by teachers for teachers,
AATE...strongly opposes
any change to the current
system that affects the
remuneration for the people
who create high-quality and
highly valued Australian
educational resources.

”

AUSTRALIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH
From the AATE’s submission to the Australian Law Reform
Commission’s inquiry into Copyright and the Digital Economy.
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